
Step into the future
with Batelco’s
Cloud Connect
Solutions
Increase your business productivity
with fast and secure connection
to the leading Cloud platforms.



Overview
The rapid evolution of cloud-based platforms has caused businesses of all 
sizes to move their infrastructure and applications to the cloud. 

Batelco’s Cloud Connect Solutions allows you to connect your local and
cloud presence in a way that’s both seamless and secure over Batelco’s
Global Network.

Through its Cloud Connect solutions, Batelco offers dedicated connectivity 
directly to your cloud infrastructure via a fully owned and operated robust 
global network, completely bypassing the public internet.

With direct connections to the leading cloud service providers such as Google 
Cloud, AWS, Microsoft Azure, Salesforce, and Alibaba Cloud, Batelco’s Cloud 
Connect Solutions can be customized entirely to the specific needs of any 
enterprise.     
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Highlights of Batelco’s Cloud 
Connect Solutions

Simple and secure multi-cloud connectivity

Provides you with secure and private connectivity to 
multiple cloud platforms, allowing you to embrace
flexibility in bandwidth allocations.

Secure and reliable private connectivity

Easy access to your chosen cloud platforms with a secure
and reliable network. Our resilient network provides you with 
improved security and application performance.  

Flexible and integrated solutions  

Enables you to utilize the flexibility and scalability of a hybrid 
cloud strategy and to maximize your flexibility within secure 
and reliable network-integrated cloud services. 

Develop and migrate workloads and applications      

Enable you to securely move your compute and applications
to your Cloud of choice to help expedite your go-to-market 
strategy.
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Batelco: Your Partner of Choice

Higher performance and resilient network

We offer 26+ fully operated and supported points of 
presence (PoPs) across the world, through which we avoid 
single points of failure, provide better country resilience and 
offer effcient use of international capacities.

Roadmap of global cloud platforms  

We enable connectivity to a diverse range of Cloud platforms 
including AWS, Microsoft Azure, Sales Force, Google Cloud and 
Alibaba Cloud with an extensively growing pool of partners.  

Dedicated support from experts

Our Network Operations Center (NOC) is fully equipped to 
provide dedicated around-the-clock support offered by a 
highly skilled team of engineers.  

Guaranteed service and performance      

With our extensive Cloud services and solutions comes 
guaranteed Service Level Agreements (SLAs) helping your 
business secure high performance and reliability.

For more information, please fill in the contact form on batelco.com 

Batelco’s innovative Cloud Connect solutions your partner of choice 
to connect you to multiple Cloud platforms through a robust global 
network. 


